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Abstract
Forces beyond those of the standard model may manifest themselves at low en-
ergies as four-fermion contact interactions. If these new forces are independent of
colour and flavour quantum numbers including baryon and lepton number, then
all low energy constraints, arising from quark-lepton universality, flavour-changing
neutral currents and atomic parity violation are evaded. This is due to the global
U(45) symmetry which the standard model exhibits in the limit of vanishing gauge
and Yukawa couplings. The corresponding contact interaction is a unique current-
current interaction. Constraints from LEP2 imply that this universal contact in-
teraction cannot be the origin of the recently observed high-Q2 events at HERA.
The success of the standard model of strong and electroweak interactions is partially
related to its approximate global symmetries which ‘explain’ certain numerical relations.
One example is the ‘custodial’ SU(2)R symmetry [1] under which right-handed fermions
and the Higgs field Φ = (ϕ, ϕ˜), with ϕ˜i = ǫijϕ∗j , transform as doublets. In the case of
unbroken SU(2)R the masses of up- and down-type quarks are equal and the ρ-parameter
equals one. If, furthermore, the masses of all up- and down-type quarks are equal, one has
an additional U(nf ) family symmetry (nf=3) under which left- and right-handed quarks
transform into each other. This implies a perfect GIM cancellation [2], i.e., the absense
of flavour changing couplings of the Z-boson to any order in perturbation theory.
The observed suppression of flavour changing neutral currents imposes strong con-
straints on extensions of the standard model (see, e.g., [3]). An interesting example is the
rare kaon decay mode KL → e
−µ+. In extensions of the standard model with couplings
of quark-lepton pairs to new states electron and muon number are in general not sep-
arately conserved. In this case the (unobserved) KL decay process can be forbidden by
the global symmetry U(4nf )⊃SU(4)⊗U(nf ), where SU(4) is the Pati-Salam group con-
taining SU(3) colour and the U(1) of lepton number, and U(nf) is a family symmetry [4].
Alternatively, the dangerous kaon decay mode may be prevented by means of a separate
family symmetry for quarks and leptons, i.e., by the symmetry group Uq(nf )⊗Ul(nf )[5].
Imposing SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R⊗U(4nf ) as an approximate global symmetry, broken only
by gauge interactions, requires a right-handed neutrino, and it reduces all Yukawa cou-
plings of the standard model to a single one. Setting this Yukawa coupling as well as
the gauge couplings equal to zero yields the largest possible global symmetry, U(48), or,
in the absense of right-handed neutrinos, U(45). In this limit all fermions are treated
completely equal.
Is it conceivable that the excess of high-Q2 events in e+p deep-inelastic scattering,
which has been reported by the collaborations H1 [6] and ZEUS [7] at HERA, is due to an
electron-quark contact interaction [8, 9]. Recent analyses show that such an interpretation
is consistent with results on Drell-Yan lepton-pair production at the Tevatron as well
as bounds on the cross section e+e− → hadrons obtained at LEP2 [10, 11, 12, 13]. A
severe constraint on allowable contact interactions is imposed by the low energy precision
measurements of atomic parity violation [14]. As recently pointed out, also this constraint
can be met by a symmetry, the SU(12) invariance with respect to transformations among
the different quark states uL, dL, u
c
R, d
c
R of the first generation [15].
The constraints from rare processes represent a severe problem for any interpretation
of the HERA data in terms of physics beyond the standard model. In order to avoid them,
one is naturally led to consider forces which are independent of the colour and flavour
of the known quarks and leptons. An example is a strong new U(1) gauge interaction
which may lead to a plethory of new resonances, including leptoquark states [12]. In this
note we consider constraints on contact interactions which are universal for all fermions
and therefore invariant under the largest possible approximate global symmetry of the
standard model, i.e., the group U(45).
The 45 Weyl fermions of the standard model are, in obvious notation, represented
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by the spinor,
ΨAL = (qL, u
c
R, d
c
R, lL, e
c
R) , (1)
where we have dropped colour, weak isopin and generation indices. U(45) invariant four-
fermion contact interactions can be constructed from the scalar and vector densities
Ψ¯cAL Ψ
B
L , Ψ¯LAγµΨ
B
L . (2)
One easily verifies that all invariants which one may naively write down are, via a Fierz
transformation and group theoretical identities, related to the following unique contact
interaction,
LU = ǫ
2π
Λ2
JµJµ , (3)
where ǫ = ±1 and
Jµ = u¯γµγ5u+ d¯γµγ5d+ e¯γµγ5e+ ν¯LγµνL . (4)
Here we have used the identity χ¯cγµχ
c = −χ¯γµχ, and the sum over all generations is
understood. Note, that the current Jµ is purely axial except for the neutrino contribution
where the right-handed partner is absent in the standard model. This special form can
be easily understood. The maximal symmetry U(45) implies that the contact interaction
between all fermion states of the same chirality is identical. If two fermion states can be
identified as the left-handed and right-handed components of a massive Dirac fermion,
only the linear combination f¯LγµfL + f¯
c
Rγµf
c
R can couple to other fermion states. This
linear combination corresponds to an axial current. For a vector current the relative sign
would be opposite.
The universal contact interaction LU is clearly compatible with the SU(5) unification
of gauge interactions hinted at by the standard model and its supersymmetric extension.
Demanding further the SU(12) symmetry which guarantees that the constraint from
atomic parity violation is fulfilled [15], one is lead to the maximal symmetry U(15) for the
first family. Suppression of the decay KL → e
−µ+ appears to require at least the family
symmetry U(nf ), nf=3. One easily verifies that the most general contact interaction
which is invariant under U(15)⊗U(3) is also invariant under the larger symmetry U(45).
Hence, it appears difficult to avoid this large global symmetry for a contact interaction
which is compatible with the unification of gauge interactions and which satisfies all low
energy constraints without fine tuning of parameters.
It is remarkable that the contact interaction LU is essentially invisible in rare pro-
cesses. It conserves parity for the interactions of charged particles, hence it is uncon-
strained from atomic parity violation measurements. Further, Jµ is a universal and
flavour diagonal neutral current; consequently contraints from quark-lepton universal-
ity in charged current interactions or bounds on flavour changing neutral currents do not
apply. There is no contribution to the leptonic decay of π0 as Jµ is an isoscalar current.
Also isoscalar meson decays yield no relevant constraint: the contribution of the contact
interaction to η → µ+µ− is suppressed since η is predominantly an SU(3) octet; η′, on
the other hand, is very broad and the decay η′ → e+e− is chirally protected, i.e., Γ ∝ m2e.
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To see explicitly, how weak the low energy constraints on the contact interaction LU
are, consider the decay η → µ+µ− which gives the strongest bound. Since the experimen-
tal, and even more so the theoretical error on the decay rate [16] is of the same order as
the decay rate itself, one can obtain a rough estimate of the bound on Λ by demanding
that the contact interaction LU does not yield a decay rate larger than the measured
one. The decay rate is given by
ΓU(η → µ
+µ−) ≃
3
2π
sin2ΘP
(
4π
Λ2
)2
f 2η′m
2
µmη
(
1−
4m2µ
m2η
)1/2
. (5)
Here fη′ , mµ, mη and ΘP are the η
′-decay constant, muon mass, η-mass and η-η′ mixing
angle, respectively. Demanding ΓU < Γexp and using the measured values for the various
parameters [17], one obtains the lower bound on the mass scale Λ,
Λ > 15 GeV . (6)
This bound is two orders of magnitudes smaller than typical values obtained from high-
energy experiments!
The universal contact interaction LU does contribute to deep-inelastic scattering via
the contact term
Leq = ǫ
4π
Λ2
e¯γµγ5e
(
u¯γµγ5u+ d¯γµγ5d
)
. (7)
In the usual notation,
LCI =
∑
i,j=L,R; q=u,d
η
q
ij e¯iγ
µei q¯jγµqj , (8)
the contact interaction Leq corresponds to the choice
ηuLL = η
u
RR = −η
u
RL = −η
u
LR = ǫ
4π
Λ2
, (9)
ηdij = η
u
ij . (10)
At large values of Q2, where an excess of events has been observed at HERA, the contri-
bution of the LL- and RR-terms is small compared to those of the RL- and LR-terms.
Also the contribution from down-quarks is small compared to the one from up-quarks.
From the analysis in [13] it is then clear that a good description of the HERA data is
obtained for the choice ǫ = −1 and Λ ≃ 3 TeV.
The universal contact interaction LU also contributes to purely leptonic processes,
Lel = ǫ
4π
Λ2
e¯γµγ5e
(
1
2
e¯γµγ5e + µ¯γµγ5µ+ τ¯ γµγ5τ
)
. (11)
This contact interaction, however, is strongly contrained by data from LEP2. An analysis
of the OPAL collaboration yields for a universal leptonic axial-current current interaction
(ǫ = −1, i.e., AA− [18]),
Λ > 5 TeV , (12)
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which is significantly larger than the value needed to explain the HERA data.
We conclude that the universal contact interaction LU cannot be the origin of the
observed excess of high-Q2 events at HERA. If due to new physics, sizeable quark-lepton
symmetry breakings or new particles must exist.
We wish to thank P. Herczeg, F. Schrempp and P. M. Zerwas for helpful discussions.
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